Brown County partners announce launch of Mobile COVID-19 Vaccine Clinic

BROWN COUNTY, WI—Brown County Public Health, Prevea Health, Bellin Health, N.E.W. Community Clinic, Aurora BayCare Medical Center, and Green Bay Metro Public Transportation are excited to announce the launch of a mobile COVID-19 vaccine clinic that will be hosted on a city bus. This program is part of the collaborative effort to promote vaccine equity by making COVID-19 vaccines more accessible for everyone in Brown County.

The Wisconsin Humane Society-Green Bay Campus hosted the first mobile clinic event on Monday, June 7, and Brown County Public Health was able to execute a successful soft launch of the clinic. This first clinic gave Public Health a chance to work out logistics and details to ensure the success of the mobile clinic moving forward. It was a great opportunity to provide the Humane Society’s staff and volunteers a vaccine option through a trusted organization.

“Our goal is to make sure that COVID-19 vaccination is easy and accessible to everyone,” said Brown County Public Health Officer Anna Destree. “This mobile vaccine clinic will allow us and our partners to meet people where they are and continue to distribute the COVID-19 vaccine in a safe and equitable manner throughout our Brown County community.”

Employers and community-based organizations in Brown County are encouraged to host a mobile vaccine clinic, which can provide convenience and build confidence around the vaccine with the people they serve or their volunteers and staff. Organizations interested in hosting a clinic can fill out this form. Brown County Public Health will then coordinate with our vaccinator partners to ensure those organizations are supported.

“As a community health care provider, it is important to give everyone an opportunity to have vaccines available to them,” said Kim Franzen, Chief Executive Officer of N.E.W. Community Clinic. “Taking an innovative and non-traditional approach has many benefits. We are excited to share the COVID vaccine clinic via a mobile unit with the community.”

The mobile vaccine clinic is available to those wanting to host a COVID-19 vaccination event within Brown County Public Health’s jurisdiction. Learn how to register for a mobile vaccine clinic, find more information, and learn more about the bus at www.stayhealthybc.com.

While we continue to work to get more individuals in Brown County vaccinated, it is critical to continue good public health practices. Staying physically distant, washing hands, getting tested, and following masking guidelines and recommendations for those who are unvaccinated, continue to be crucial tools for protecting ourselves and our communities against COVID-19. People who are fully vaccinated can review safe activities in Wisconsin Department of Health Services’ (DHS) post-vaccination guidance.

You can find more information on www.stayhealthybc.com or by calling 920-448-6400.
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